LITTLE AGNES
Double square set for 8 couples – Jig
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Odd numbers are inner couples and are improper.
M1 + W1 or M2 + W2 are partners;
M1 + W3 or M2 + W8 are neighbours;
M1 + W2 or M2 + W1 are corners;
M1 + W5 or M2 + W6 are opposites;
M1 + M2 or W1 + W2 are diagonals;
M1 + M5 or W2 + W6 are opposite diagonals
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1st Figure
All facing centre, lead forward a double and fall back;
Inner couples cast, outer couples lead forward into inner places.
All lead forward to centre a double and fall back;
Inner couples cast, outer couples lead forward into inner places.
Women cross with diagonals (W1 with W2, etc.), giving right hands in passing, while
inner (odd) Men right hand star one-quarter and outer (even) Men cast left; all left hand
turn with new Man or Woman facing (Ml with W8, M2 with W1, etc.);
Women cross back, giving right hands with same diagonal as before, while inner (odd)
Men right hand star one-quarter on to the next place and outer (even) Men dance
clockwise on to neighbour, all left hand turn this new Man or Woman (M1 with W5, M2
with W8, etc.).
Women repeat the above figure, while inner (odd) Men continue quarter right hand star
and left hand turn twice more to original places, and outer (even) Men, continuing
swiftly on anticlockwise track, then left hand turn with neighbour's diagonal (i.e, M2
with W7, M8 with W5, M6 with W3, M4 with W1), outer (even) Men continue swiftly
anticlockwise round the outside to meet partner, left hand turn with partner, finishing in
original places.
2nd Figure
Partners side right shoulder; all slip, Men left, Women right in front of Men, to change
places with corner.
Corners side left shoulder; all slip, Women in front, as before to change places with
partner.
New inner (even) couples lead through the outer (odd) couples, cast back and all eight
circle left half way in the centre, while the new outer (odd) couples separate (not cast)
and dance forward outside the inner couples, meet partner, lead back through them,
separate and turn neighbour with both hands.
Working now on the diagonal (St. Andrew's Cross), inner (even) couples turn (Men
right, Women left) towards neighbour, lead neighbour through the outside, cast back
and all eight circle left half way to original places in a similar way to B1, while the outer
(odd) couples separate from neighbours, move towards centre outside inner couples,
meet neighbour and lead back, separate and turn partner with both hands.
Odd couples are still outside, even couples inside (the leading and casting should take 3

bars, the half circle left and turn with both hands 4 bars).
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3rd Figure
Partners right hand turn once and a half (or arm right); set left and right with partner.
Corners left hand turn once and a half (or arm left); set right and left with corner.
2nd and 6th couples turn partners by the left hand, while 1st and 5th Men turn their
opposites (W5 + W1) by the left hand in the centre and at the same time the other
couples (3rd, 4th, 7th and 8th couples) pass corners right shoulder and move backwards
right shoulder past partner;
3rd and 7th couples turn partners by the left hand, while 4th and 8th Men turn their
opposites (W8 + W4) by the left hand in the centre and at the same time the other
couples (1st, 2nd, 5th and 6th couples) pass corners right shoulder and move backwards
right shoulder past partner.
Repeat the above figure from new places to original places. All honour partner.

